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Time-resolved formation of excited atomic and
molecular states in XUV-induced nanoplasmas
in ammonia clusters†
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High intensity XUV radiation from a free-electron laser (FEL) was used to create a nanoplasma inside

ammonia clusters with the intent of studying the resulting electron–ion interactions and their interplay

with plasma evolution. In a plasma-like state, electrons with kinetic energy lower than the local collective

Coulomb potential of the positive ionic core are trapped in the cluster and take part in secondary

processes (e.g. electron-impact excitation/ionization and electron–ion recombination) which lead to sub-

sequent excited and neutral molecular fragmentation. Using a time-delayed UV laser, the dynamics of the

excited atomic and molecular states are probed from �0.1 ps to 18 ps. We identify three different phases

of molecular fragmentation that are clearly distinguished by the effect of the probe laser on the ionic and

electronic yield. We propose a simple model to rationalize our data and further identify two separate

channels leading to the formation of excited hydrogen.

1 Introduction

Through the absorption of intense radiation, plasma-like states
can be formed in condensed systems within a few femtoseconds.
In particular, the study of laser-induced nanoplasmas in rare gas
clusters has attracted considerable interest1,2 over a wide range
of wavelengths, from strong-field ionization in the infrared to
multiphoton ionization in the X-ray. Specifically for short wave-
length radiation, the mechanism of nanoplasma formation is as
follows: first, electron emission is due to direct single photon
absorption until a positive ionic core is built up within the
cluster. Afterwards, electrons are ionized from individual atoms
in the cluster, but are trapped by the surrounding electrostatic

cluster potential leading to frustration in the emission process
and a plasma-like state being formed.3–7 At later times, the ions
in the nanoplasma move apart under the combined action of
hydrodynamic forces and of Coulomb repulsion. Previous
research on nanoplasmas, focusing primarily on rare gas clusters,
has shown that frustration of electron emission can indeed be
achieved with intense XUV pulses, and that inelastic collisions and
recombination processes play an important role in the nanoplasma
evolution.8–15

For molecular clusters, as compared to their atomic counter-
parts, the presence of both intra- and intermolecular bonds
complicates the nanoplasma dynamics and the underlying
fragmentation processes. Specifically, the ejection of light-
weight hydrogen in molecular clusters offers an efficient path-
way for both cooling and charge dissipation.16–18 The study of
highly ionized molecular clusters has previously been investi-
gated using intense radiation from a tabletop laser19–22 and a
free-electron laser (FEL),23 but, so far, those results fail to
resolve the temporal evolution of the underlying mechanisms
and, therefore, little is known about the ultrafast nanoplasma
dynamics. We report time-resolved measurements on ammonia
clusters using intense, femtosecond XUV FEL pulses to create a
highly-ionized, plasma-like state. Using a 266 nm UV laser, we
probed the evolution of the nanoplasma with a specific focus
on the atomic and molecular excited states. In the ion and
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electron yields, we observe the formation of excited hydrogen as a
major contribution (Fig. 2). From the time-resolved data we can
identify two dominant pathways for the creation of excited hydro-
gen. These can be created either via direct recombination of ions
and electrons, or by dissociation of highly excited molecules.

2 Experimental setup and methods

The experiment was performed at the Low Density Matter
(LDM) endstation24 at the seeded FEL FERMI in Trieste,
Italy.25,26 The photon energy was set to hn = 24.0 eV and the
pulse length was approximately 70 fs FWHM. The FEL pulse
energy at the target was approximately 70 mJ, calculated from
the value measured upstream on a shot-by-shot basis by gas
ionization and the nominal reflectivity of the optical elements
in the beam transport system. The FEL photon energy was
chosen in order to maximize photon flux and ionization cross
section within the technical limitations posed by FERMI. The
FEL spot size in the interaction region was 20 mm FWHM. The
pump–probe scheme was realized using a UV pulse produced
from a frequency-tripled Ti:Sapphire laser (hn = 4.75 eV) with a
pulse energy of about 45 mJ and a spot size of 80 mm FWHM.
The cross-correlation between the two pulses, measured by
resonant two photon ionization of helium, was about 200 fs
FWHM. A supersonic jet of ammonia clusters was produced by
expansion of pressurized ammonia through a custom, pulsed
nozzle. By varying the backing pressure of the ammonia, we
controlled the mean cluster size in the range of 101 to 3 � 103

ammonia molecules. For this experiment, a mean cluster size
of 2000 molecules was chosen giving the best signal. The mean
cluster sizes where determined using a modified Hagena type
scaling law.27 The cluster beam was perpendicularly crossed by
the FEL/UV beam at the focus of a velocity-map-imaging (VMI)
spectrometer, and of an ion time-of-flight mass spectrometer.24

The electron kinetic energy and angular distributions were
reconstructed from velocity-map images using the Maximum
Entropy Legendre Reconstruction method.28 To emphasize the
prevalence of cluster processes as opposed to processes involving
isolated molecules we compare our results with the interaction of
XUV light with molecular gas phase ammonia. These interactions
are well studied experimentally and theoretically, and the partial
ionization cross sections leading to different ionic fragments are
known from experiment29 and calculations.30–32

3 Results and discussion
3.1 Time-resolved probe ion yields

Irradiating a gas jet of molecular ammonia employing the
above-stated FEL pulse parameters results in a sample ionization
rate that is near saturation (490%). Assuming similar absorp-
tion rates in ammonia clusters results in the system having
multiple ions in a single cluster, which leads to the formation of
a nanoplasma. To understand the dynamics of a molecular
nanoplasma and motivate our three phase interpretation, we
initially examine the time dependence of the probe ion yields

and specifically focus on H+ ions since it is known they play a
strong role in the evolutionary behavior of molecular clusters.16

The probe yield of H+ ions as a function of pump–probe delay is
shown in Fig. 1. The proton yield for t o t0 is close to zero, since
the 266 nm pulse, due to low intensity, cannot directly create a
significant fraction of H+ ions. In the pulse overlap region,
around t = 0, the probe yield drastically increases, and the
observed half-width resembles the cross correlation of the two
laser pulses, shown in the ESI.† This is the first phase where the
cluster is being multiply ionized leading to the formation of a
nanoplasma. As sequential ionization proceeds, quasi-free elec-
trons are trapped by the positive cluster potential leading to a
frustration in ionization, a defining property of XUV-induced
nanoplasmas.4–7 To characterize this behavior, we introduce the
frustration parameter, which can be estimated as a = Ntot/qfull,

Fig. 1 Top: Schematic of the cluster explosion illustrating the three
phases. Middle: Probe yield of H+ ions with varying pump–probe delay.
The shaded areas indicate the three phases of the cluster explosion as
discussed in the text: (1) direct pulse overlap phase. (2) Recombination
and proton-radiation phase. (3) Molecular dissociation phase. Bottom:
Absolute sum of the probe photoelectron yield.
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the ratio of total ionization events to the number of primary
ionizations prior to full frustration qfull = (h�o � Ip)rsN

1/3/(1.44 eV Å)
(rs the Wigner–Seitz radius) for a spherical homogeneously charged
cluster.5 The frustration parameter for this experiment is a 4 15.
Since the frustration parameter is much larger than one, electrons
are trapped inside the cluster potential and hence recombination
with the ions is strongly enhanced. After ionization frustration sets
in, the second phase begins where the H+ probe yield decreases
linearly, reaching a minimum value at roughly 700 fs pump–probe
delay. We attribute the decrease to the quick decay of excited
molecular states which are populated by electron–ion recombina-
tion and molecular formation within the cluster. A similar behavior
was observed for the fragmentation of small excited ammonia
clusters and attributed to the lifetime of the excited Ã state of
ammonia.33 Furthermore, charge equalization takes place during
the second phase, as protons leave the cluster and carry away the
excess charge. Electrons that have not recombined with ions will
successively leave the cluster as low kinetic energy electrons once
the local potential barrier is lower than the kinetic energy of the
electrons. Eventually, there is little excess charge in the cluster and
the third phase follows. In phase three the H+ probe yield shown in
Fig. 1 increases asymptotically, converging to a higher final value
than the intermediate maximum. The third phase is dominated by
relaxation and dissociation processes of excited free molecules,
atoms and cluster fragments. Complementary to the H+ ion yields,
the sum of the probe electron yield, in the bottom panel of Fig. 1,
shows identical behavior further supporting our three phase model
interpretation. Additionally, similar behavior is observed in many
other ion yields, which are shown in Fig. 4 and in the ESI.†

3.2 Time-resolved probe photoelectrons

Next, we focus on the UV-ionized probe electron spectrum
(UV-PES) at a time delay where the ultrafast electronic and
nuclear dynamics have ended. The UV-PES, shown in the top
panel of Fig. 2 contains only the probe photoelectrons which
were extracted by subtracting an XUV only PES from an XUV +
UV PES at a pump–probe delay of 18 ps. The prominent feature
at 1.30 � 0.05 eV has a narrow width of 0.30 � 0.05 eV FWHM,
primarily due to the experimental resolution. From the vertical
binding energy, and comparison with our previous experi-
ments, we know that these electrons come from excited hydro-
gen in the n = 2 state.34 We also observe higher lying excited
states of hydrogen, with kinetic energy 43 eV, but with less
intensity. The recombination coefficients of electrons and
protons leading to the formation of excited hydrogen with
different principle quantum number n can be calculated from
quantum mechanics35,36 and depend on the relative collision
energy (Ecoll). Taking the ionization cross section for the
266 nm probe into account, we expect the relative observed
photoelectron intensities for excited hydrogen with principal
quantum number n = 2, n = 3, n = 4 to be 1, 0.24, 0.08 when
Ecoll = 0 and 1, 0.11, 0.02 when Ecoll = 15 eV. The relative
intensities in our experiment are 1, 0.18 � 0.06, 0.09 � 0.07, in
between the two limits, as is expected since electron–proton
recombination in our experiment is occurring with electron
kinetic energies between 0 and 15 eV. Furthermore, as we will

discuss, the excited hydrogen atoms in our experiment are not
exclusively created by recombination of electrons and protons.
Analysis of the remaining photoelectron features in the top
panel of Fig. 2 shows a large overlap with the excited states of
nitrogen. This observation is further supported by the probe
ion yield (ESI†), which is dominated by protons (86%) and
nitrogen ions (7%). This suggests that a major part of the
remaining photoelectrons comes from the excited states of
atomic nitrogen. A contribution from solvated electrons as
observed in ref. 34 would be observed at 3 eV electron kinetic
energy, which strongly overlaps with photoelectrons from
excited hydrogen and nitrogen. For this reason, a contribution
from solvated electrons can neither be excluded nor included.

Complementary to the ion yields, shown in Fig. 1, the time-
resolved UV-PES gives information about the evolution of the
respective electronic binding potentials. Horizontal projections
of the lower panel of Fig. 2 for different pump–probe delay are
shown in separate panels in Fig. 3. Initially, within the first few
hundreds of femtoseconds, the UV-PES is dominated by a large
peak of low kinetic energy electrons with a broad distribution
extending to higher energies; no additional peaks are observed
since the cluster potential screens the binding energies of the
ionized states. The observed features reach maximum intensity at
150 fs pump–probe delay, coinciding with the end of phase one.

Fig. 2 Top: Probe photoelectron intensities for ammonia clusters are
shown versus electron kinetic energy at an XUV-UV pump–probe delay
of 18 ps and 24.0 eV FEL photon energy. The contributions from excited
hydrogen states and their expected binding energies are marked in blue
and the excited nitrogen states are marked in red. Bottom: Color plot of
the probe photoelectron intensities with pump–probe delay on the y-axis
and electron kinetic energy on the x-axis. Dashed black lines highlight the
first and second formation channel of H�.
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Around a pump–probe delay of 500 fs, shown as the red curve in
the middle panel of Fig. 3, we observe the first well-defined peak
from the n = 2 state of excited hydrogen. The peak is slightly offset
from its nominal value by 300 meV. In the following 500 fs the peak
converges to the kinetic energy precisely matching the vertical
binding energy of H� (n = 2) (blue curve). In addition to initially
being offset, the peak is also broadened; both of these features
indicate the influence of the local cluster potential on the atomic
hydrogen binding energy. As the peak emerges immediately with
the decaying nanoplasma, it seems reasonable to assign this first
channel to a direct recombination of protons and electrons in the
nanoplasma. In the further evolution of the UV-PES in the bottom
panel of Fig. 2, we can see a new photoelectron line appear at
roughly 1.2 ps pump–probe delay. The kinetic energy of these
electrons is at first o1 eV and the peak is clearly separated from the
fully developed H� (n = 2) photoelectron peak as shown in the black
and red curve in the right panel of Fig. 3. In the following
picoseconds, the new peak gains in intensity and converges to
the expected kinetic energy for excited hydrogen photoelectrons.
From the clear differences in the timescale, we conclude that two
separate processes forming excited hydrogen are observed.

3.3 Formation of excited hydrogen by molecular dissociation

In this section, we discuss the second contribution to the
observed excited hydrogen using thorough analysis of the
photoelectron and ion time-of-flight spectra. A first step is to
identify possible precursor molecules or cluster fragments from
which the H� dissociates. The time-resolved probe ion yields of
NH4

+, the dimer, and larger ammonia cluster fragments are
shown in Fig. S4 in the ESI.† Despite the considerable temporal
evolution in the first and second phase of the nanoplasma, the
probe ion yield of all larger fragments stays constant in the
third phase. From this observation we conclude that the pre-
cursor molecule is not a cluster fragment (NH3)nHm with n 4 1
and m any integer. The next important observation is that the
convergence of the photoelectron kinetic energy, as illustrated
by dashed black lines in Fig. 2, evolves from lower kinetic
energy asymptotically approaching the characteristic kinetic
energy of a free excited hydrogen atom. The first clear observa-
tion of photoelectrons from the second channel is at a pump–

probe delay larger than 1 ps. The mean electron kinetic energy
at this delay is roughly 400 meV, thus, shifted by more than 800
meV compared to the final convergence value of 1.3 eV. Most
neutrally dissociating potential energy surfaces of molecules
evolve in the direction of higher electron binding energy.37–39

The increase in kinetic energy observed in Fig. 2 indicates that
the ionization energy is decreasing during the dissociation.
Since the change in kinetic energy is too large to be explained
by dissociation of any neutral ammonia fragment, we deduce
that the precursor is a positively charged molecule. Therefore,
the precursor is an ionic molecule which dissociates into
unknown fragments plus H�.

With this information, we next identify fragments that show an
increase in yield during the third phase. This is the case for H+

(Fig. 3), N++, NH2
+ (Fig. 4), and N+ (Fig. S5, ESI†). Of these three,

Fig. 3 Selected cuts from the probe photoelectron yield. Left panel: Probe photoelectrons for zero and 200 fs pump–probe delay. Middle panel:
Pump–probe delay from 350 fs to 1 ps. Right panel: Pump–probe delay 41 ps.

Fig. 4 Probe ion yields versus pump–probe delay for H2
+ (a), NH+ (b),

NH2
+ (c), and N++ (d). The blue vertical line at 700 fs pump–probe delay

marks the transition between the second and third phase of the nano-
plasma expansion.
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only NH2
+ has an overall negative probe yield, converging to zero

for long pump–probe delays. Thus, the NH2
+ yield reproduces the

dynamic expected for a product produced by an undisturbed
dissociation of the parent molecule, where undisturbed means
without the probe laser. This observation restricts us to two
possible parent molecules, NH3

þ� and NH4
þ�, since we have

H� + NH2
+ as products. Complementary to this, we look for ions

whose probe yield reduces in phase three. These ions are created by
the UV laser lifting the excited molecule onto a different dissocia-
tive potential energy surface and/or ionizing it prior to dissociation.
Only two ions show a decrease in probe ion yield in phase three.
These two ions are H2

+ and NH+, shown in Fig. 5. We notice that
they match the products NH2

+ and H� in numbers of H and N
atoms. We thus propose the dissociation channel:

NH3
þ� - H� + NH2

+ (1)

dissociating with a half-life time of t = (1.6� 0.4) ps extracted from
the energy shift of the photoelectrons. For pump–probe delays 700
fs o t o 10 ps, the UV laser interacting with the precursor molecule
leads to different ions, partially governed by the reaction:

NH3
þ�
��!UV

NHþ þH2
þ þ e� (2)

This interpretation is consistent with the observed ion
yields. Nonetheless, it is tentative, since in the observed system
it is hardly possible to exclude all alternatives. Note, that all of
the above discussion is also valid if additional hydrogens are
ejected as neutral fragments. In our experiment only charged
fragments are detected, thus a differentiation of the possible

parents NH3
þ� from NH4

þ� is not possible. Furthermore, the
absolute changes in ion yield clearly show that eqn (2) is not the
only possible fragmentation channel when ionizing NH3

þ�

prior to dissociation. This is not surprising, since a molecule
with so much excess energy is very likely to have multiple
dissociation pathways. A similar channel with NH2

þ� as parent
molecule, i.e. NH2

þ� - H� + NH+ is possible and cannot be
distinguished through the ion yields.

The dissociation of ammonia cations has been extensively
studied using photoionization, ab initio calculations,29,40–42 as
well as single-electron capture employing PEPIPICO.43 From
these studies, the energetic dissociation threshold for NH3

þ�-

NH2
+ + H is known to be 15.76 eV with respect to the ground

state of ammonia, and is associated with the Ã2E excited state
of NH3

þ�. In a very simple approximation, adding 10.2 eV
excitation energy to reach H� (n = 2), one determines a mini-
mum energy of 26 eV required for the dissociation NH3

þ� -

NH2
+ + H� (n = 2). The double ionization threshold of ammonia

is 33.7 eV44 and the B̃ excited state of the ammonia cation can
be reached when ionizing the 2a1 valence shell of ammonia
with 27.7 eV.45 Therefore the dissociation yielding H� is ener-
getically possible after electron capture by NH3

++ and from the
B̃ excited state. Nonetheless, the possibility of a fragmentation
channel producing excited hydrogen is not discussed in the
literature, even though it is generally known that excited states
of the amino radical fragment are produced.46 In Fig. 5, the
most important states are shown in a highly simplified state
scheme with the y-axis reflecting the thermodynamic energy
threshold for certain products. The proposed dissociation
channel of NH3

þ� is marked as dotted red lines, with dotted
blue lines representing the known channels. We can see that
after electron-capture from NH3

++, dissociation into NH2
+ and

H� is energetically possible. Absorbing one or two photons from
the UV probe laser, the dissociative energy surfaces coming
from the doubly ionized ammonia can be reached. To explain
our data, it is crucial that some of these channels do not create
H+ in their dissociation, as is the case when dissociating into
NH+ + H2

+. The state scheme in Fig. 5 shows only the most
important contributions and neglects, for example, doubly
excited states, and many of the known dissociative recombina-
tion channels.46 From the state scheme, our interpretation of
excited hydrogen forming via dissociative recombination seems
justified. Nonetheless, the overall high intensity in the channel
is surprising. We assume that many of the dissociation chan-
nels governing the ion dynamics could not be identified in this
work. It is known that dissociative recombination of nitrogen-
containing molecules often involves excited and ground-state
neutrals46 and it can be safely assumed that this is also possible
for the very high lying states of NH3

þþ�.

4 Conclusions

In this experiment, we have used an intense, XUV pulse to
create a nanoplasma inside ammonia clusters. Using a time-
delayed UV pulse, we probed the resulting excited states of

Fig. 5 Schematic of the known excited states of NH3
+ and NH3

++, and
their fragmentation channels (blue dotted lines).40,43,44,47 For all shown
states, the y-axis position reflects their thermodynamic energy threshold
with respect to the NH3 ground state. The red dotted line symbolizes the
proposed new decay channel yielding excited hydrogen. Blue and red
arrows show the electron capture from the doubly ionized state and the
re-pumping with the UV probe laser. Note that the shown initial and final
states are not complete and are not intended to show all possible state
evolutions.
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molecules and atoms, thereby gaining information on their
temporal evolution. We used simultaneous ion time-of-flight
and electron velocity-map-imaging detection to map the for-
mation of excited states and detect all charged fragments.
Surprisingly, despite many possible secondary processes,
the dominant fragment channels follow universal principles
and were identified. The dynamics are governed by sequential
one-photon ionization, electron–ion recombination, and
electron-impact excitation creating various charged and neutral
fragments. We characterize the cluster evolution after XUV
irradiation as a three phase process. The first phase is domi-
nated by rising cluster potential with fast electrons being
trapped inside the ionic core. This is followed by the second
phase, during which fast protons leave the cluster resulting in a
drop of the Coulomb potential and detection of the UV-ionized
electrons. In the third and final phase, the UV laser probes the
molecular dissociation dynamics of excited and neutral cluster
fragments. We observe two different formation channels for
excited hydrogen. The first process is assigned to recombina-
tion of electrons and protons in the nanoplasma, whilst the
second process is interpreted as dissociative recombination of
doubly charged ammonia molecules with electrons.
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